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NPR story about music written during the pandemic.

"Northern Virginia-based singer-songwriter,
Jillian Matundan, wrote this heartfelt song
about missing in-person interactions with

loved ones."
https://bit.ly/2S3FBfo

"Jillian Matundan, [is] a multi-instrumentalist
with a talent and intuitive grasp of songwriting,
with catchy riffs, cool poignant melodies and a

presence that’s at once genuine, earnest and
charming. Her songs are personal, yet universal,

clever yet sometimes disarming." 

GUITAR
INTERNATIONAL
MAGAZINE
June 14, 2020
https://bit.ly/2CHJEcM

Jillian Matundan is an award-winning, multi-instrumental
singer/songwriter from Northern Virginia by way of Central
New York, where she was trained in classical violin from the

age of three. After a fifteen-year hiatus from writing and
performing music, Jillian began playing solo at local open

mics in 2019 and since, has become the Vienna Idol 2019
runner-up, the winner of five Mid-Atlantic Song Contest

awards and in the Songwriter Association of Washington's
first COVIDEO contest.She released her debut EP, “Hangin’

On”, in June 2020 and is collaborating with Plaid Dog Studios
in Boston, MA to record her first full-length album this year.  

jillian@jillianmatundan.net  •   www.jillianmatundan.com

"Jillian can really get a song across to an
audience. She is comfortable and self-
depreciating on stage, and an expressive
singer and a really solid guitarist. She's also
an award-winning songwriter with humor
and heart. " -Ben Hamblin, President

Reston-Herndon Folk Club

“Jillian Matundan has a husky voice that can be intimate, sensual or strong – with a percussive
guitar sensibility that endangers folk audiences with imminent boogie.”

-rob Hinkal, ilyAIMY
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